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Free Essay: Machiavelli in Modern Times The fourteenth century was an exciting time in Italy. Liberation from old
traditions brought about a new interest in.

Any type of essay. Outside of Italy, many similar socio-political events, and the responses to them were
slowly bringing in a set of renewed ideas that led to the intellectual basis for the conception of a strong nation
state. Oxford: Wiley. There are many principles that are still true in politics today, but the methods of ruling
can no longer be used in American society today. His prince must posses the qualities that will secure the
success of the state. This piece was meant to function as a usher for what characteristics the ideal prince
should possess. C4 and Wood, page His most famous work is "Prince". His view on effective leadership was
rather harsh and not exactly adopted in the Italian society. Most political magazines at the time reflected the
establishment and tradition of the government. But he should also question them toughly and listen to what
they say; then he should make up his own mind. His views were to the benefit of the prince, in helping him
maintain power rather than to serve to the well being of the citizens. By doing so he served another term as
president. Indeed, the purpose of the whole work is repeatedly skirted in the preface. Machiavelli drew much
of this guidebook from his past dealings with politicians and their self-ambitious monarchies. The bond of
love is one which men, wretched creatures they are, break when it is to their advantage to do so; but fear is
strengthened by a dread of punishment which is always effective. Get your price writers online The ideal of a
complex nation state, one that possesses a central power and does not operate in a feudal manner or under the
control of the Church, came into being during a rather turbulent period of political transition. Prime Minister
and Acting President, that hold power similar to the Prince. The theme of political leaders and their intricate
relationship with society indeed manifests itself within both texts, however, both Lao-Tzu and Machiavelli
approach this issue from almost entirely opposite positions. Contemporary politics are centered on power. A
leader that was loved by a majority of his people was Bill Clinton. One Machiavelli idea that a leader should
follow is, there are two methods to fighting, one by law and the other by force. The use of lies as a way to
control ones people is unfamiliar to our times. The size of Italian political organization was on a much smaller
scale, that of the city- state, regardless if the form of government was a republic, aristocracy, or oligarchy. If a
leader is more feared then loved, it creates a greater desire from the people to defy or overthrow the
government. It was a clip of switching confederations. He wrote it as a gift to Lorenzo Medici, called the
Magnificent, ruler of Florence. Throughout history, it can be argued that at the core of the majority of
successful societies has stood an effective allocation of leadership. One well-known Renaissance thinker,
Niccolo Machiavelli, was one of those philosophers whose political views caused an uproar during earlier
centuries. I think that Machiavelli was a humanist of his era because in his writing The Prince, he relied on
history to provide a handbook to future rulers and princes. His opinion was that Italy required a leader who
could have complete control over Italy's citizens and institutions. Stop trying to control. One way of
maintaining control of was to institute a secular form of government. This is one theory that has sparked much
thought and when examined it may be seen quite differently. By putting Germany at war and losing the battle
against the Allies, Hitler set his country back many years, causing them to rebuild their society and economy.
See how Italy beseeches God to send someone to save her from those barbarous cruelties and outrages; see
how eager and willing the country is to follow a banner, if someone will raise it. Reference List Baron,
Houghton. Throughout The Prince, Machiavelli implies that an individual with good morals will not obtain
power, but rather that an individual who obtains power is assumed as morally upright by the people.
Machiavelli completed The Prince in  In Search of Florentine Civic Humanism. First, the Gulf war; Bush was
able to resolve this situation in a short period of time and the American people commended him for it.


